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Introduction

The usefulness of the usual method of analytic geometry, for visualizing a

functional relation between two real variables, is too well known to call for

further comment. A second method, not quite so familiar, has also been

used extensively, especially in protective geometry. It consists in constructing

scales on two straight lines, one for the independent and one for the dependent

variable, joining corresponding points of the two scales by straight lines, and

studying the one-parameter family of straight lines obtained in this way.

This second method can be utilized also for the purpose of visualizing a

functional relation between two complex variables. If z = x + iy, and

w = u + iv are two complex variables, and if w is a function oí z, we may

proceed as follows. Choose any two planes of ordinary space as the planes

of the two complex variables, and join by straight lines the points which cor-

spond to each other in the functional relation. The result will be a two-

parameter family of lines, a congruence, and this congruence may be regarded

as a geometric image of the functional relation. It should be mentioned

immediately, however, that the properties of this congruence depend, not

merely on the properties of the function w = F (z) , but also upon the relative

position of the two planes. We shall, in this paper, consider only the case

which suggests itself most naturally, namely the case of two parallel planes.

Only in this case will all of the points which represent finite values of z be

geometrically distinct from those which represent finite values of w.

Weierstrass, in a very brief and incidental manner, mentions the possibility

of such a line-geometric image of a functional relation.f But he did not

investigate the properties of the resulting congruences; in fact he disposes of

the whole matter in a very few words.    There exists, however, an extensive

* Presented to the Society, December 28, 1918, and April 4, 1919.

t K. Weierstrass, Mathematische Werke. Vorlesungen über die Theorie der Abel'schen Trans-

cendenlen, Chapter 16, p. 323.
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paper on this subject by M. J. Van Uven.* The work of Van Uven is devoted

entirely to the discussion of special cases, such as w = zn, w = z~", etc.;

these are investigated in most thorough fashion, but the general questions

are not attacked. A very interesting paper by Emchj makes use of a method

which is applicable only to the case of a linear function. But, in spite of this

limitation, Emch's paper is important, because in his paper the planes of the

two complex variables are not parallel. Thus we are in a position to see, by

comparing Emch's results with our own, that the mutual position of the two

planes is an important feature of the theory. In fact we shall see that, for

parallel planes, related to each other as described in Article 1, the congruence

always has imaginary cones as focal surfaces, while Emch obtains real non-

developable focal surfaces for the congruence which corresponds to the case

which he has studied.

In Article 2 we shall present a second method of representing w = F ( z ) by

means of a congruence. This method consists in interpreting both variables

as points of the same Riemann sphere, and then joining corresponding points

by straight lines. The focal surfaces of the congruences obtained by this

method are always real and possess some very striking properties. The

possibility of such a representation seems to have occurred to Study,} but he

did not develop the idea in detail. The method of Coolidge,§ which makes

use of congruences in non-euclidean (elliptic) space, is different from any of

these and far less elementary.

1. The method of parallel planes

Let us write

(1) x + iy = z,        x — iy = Zo,       u + iv = w,        u — iv = wo,

and let us assume that w is a function of z, say

(2) w = F(z),

so that

(3) w0 = F0(z0),

where Fo denotes the function conjugate to F.

We interpret z = x + iy in the usual way as a point Pz of the £r/ plane, so

*M. J. Van Uven, Algebraisehe Strahlencongruenzen und verwandte komplexe Ebenen als

Schmitte derselben. Verhandelingen der Konniklijke Akademie van

Wetenschappen te Amsterdam (Eerste Sectie), vol. 10 (1910), pp. 1-527.

t A. Emch, On the rectilinear congruence reali?.ing a circular transformation of one plane into

another,  Annals of Mathematics,  ser. 2, vol. 13 (1911-12), p. 155.

Study,   Über Nicht-Euklidische und Linien-Geometrie,   Jahresbericht   der

Deutschen Mathematiker Vereinigung, vol. 11 (1902), p. 329.

§ J. L. Coolidge, Les congruences isotropes qui servent à représenter les fonctions d'une variable

complexe, Atti di Torino, vol. 38.
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that the cartesian coordinates of Pz will be

il -*,        ru = y,        Ti = 0.

We place the plane of the complex variable w parallel to that of z, in such a way

that the origin of the w-plane shall be on the f-axis at the point ( 0, 0, 1 ),

the u- and »-axes being parallel to the x- and y-axes respectively. Then the

cartesian coordinates of Pw will be

&  = U , 7?2  = V , f 2  =  1 .

Let the homogeneous cartesian coordinates of Pz and Pw be (Xi, • • • X4).

and (¡ii, ■ • ■ fu) respectively. If we express x, y, u, and v in terms of

z, z0, w, Wo, by means of (1), we may write

Xi = k (z + 2o ), X2=2^(z — Zo), X3 = 0,       X4 = 1,

(4)

¡J.1 =-^(w + Wo),        ß2=^(w-Wo),        Ms = 1,        M4 = l,

where, of course, only the ratios X,- : X* and p¿ : ßk are of significance.

In order to study the congruence, which is obtained when we join corre-

sponding points Pz and Pw, we make use of a system of linear homogeneous

differential equations satisfied by each of the four pairs of functions ( X*, p* ).

This system of partial differential equations will be composed of two equations

of the first order, and of two equations of the second order. The second order

equations are obtained very easily.    Obviously the equations

(5)        -dV = 0'    a¡y = 0'    ä^ = 0'    dwj = 0

are satisfied by each of the eight functions \k, ßk- The latter two assume the

form

(6) — - — — = 0 — - —• — = 0
dz2      w'  dz        ' dzo      w'a dzo        '

if we introduce z and z0 as independent variables, and if we write

,     dw d2 w dwo ,,     d2 w0
w =ah>   w =a>   wo = iz-0>   w - &r

In this connection the following remark is essential. If we maintain our

original agreement that z and z0 are conjugate complex variables, that is,

that x and y are real, we can not treat z and z0 as independent complex variables.

Consequently we generalize our problem, at this stage, by thinking of x and

y as independent complex variables. In most of the applications, however,

we return to our original hypothesis, that x and y are real.

Direct substitution of the four pairs of functions (X*, ßk) enables us to
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verify that each of these pairs also satisfies the two first order equations

ÔX      dp , dX      dp
(7) w'ï-t- = 0,       w0 t-3- = 0.

dz      dz " dzo     dzo
Let us put

(8) X = w' X — u,       p = w'ç, X — p.,

whence

(9) ( w' — w'0 ) X = X — p.,        ( w' — w'0 ) u = w'0 X — w' p.

Then we may write, in place of (7),

rim ^ w"      f\      -1 d» w*      (\       ~\(10) t- = —-,-/ (X — p.),       3— = —-'(X — p),
dz      w  — w0 dz0     w  — w0

if we assume w' — w'0 + 0.    The case thus excluded has little interest, since

it corresponds to the case when w' is a real constant, so that w = kz + b

(k real ).    In this case the congruence degenerates into a bundle of lines.

We proceed to interpret equations (10).    Under the assumption

w' — w'o + 0,

equations (8) give rise to two distinct points, Px and P^, on the line P2 Pw.

Let Pz move along one of the null lines z0 = const, of the xy-plane. Then

the line Pz Pw generates an imaginary ruled surface of the congruence. The

point Px describes a curve on this ruled surface whose tangent is obtained by

joining Pi to the point whose coordinates are d\k/dz. According to (10)

this tangent coincides with the line Px P¿, that is, with the line Pz Pw itself.

In other words, this ruled surface is a developable, and the locus of Px is its

cuspidal edge. Moreover, since this developable contains a straight line

(a null-line of the ¿»/-plane), the cuspidal edge of the developable must be a

plane curve, a fact which we shall also verify later analytically.

Thus, the imaginary ruled surfaces of the congruence, which correspond to

the two families of null lines of the ^in-plane, constitute the developables of the

congruence. Each of these developables touches one of the sheets of the focal

surface along a plane curve.

We can simplify the form of equations (10) by putting

X p

(11) f = w' - wl '        9 = w' - w'o •

They then assume the form

(12) Jz = m9' ä7o = n/'

where
,.„, - w" + w'ó
(13) m = —.-;,        n = —,-7.

w  — w0 w  — w0

Since we are using homogeneous coordinates, / and g will represent the same
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points as X and p respectively, namely the two foci of a line of the congruence,

that is, the two points in which Pz Pw touches the two sheets of the focal

surface.

By means of (9) and (11), we find

(14) \=f-g,        ß - w'of - w' g.

Equations (12) are the two first order differential equations, in the canonical

form which is most convenient for the application of the general theory of

congruences. The two second order equations may be obtained from (5)

and (6) by introducing the variables / and g by means of (14). Two of the

equations obtained in this way are

n,, d2f     dn df d2g     dm dg
(15) dz4=dz-0f + ndz-0' M=Tzg + mdz''

the other two are consequences of (12) and (15).

Thus we have found that our four pairs of functions (fk, gk ) are solutions

of a system of differential equations of the form*

df dg
Fz = mg,        ^ = «/,

(16) d4=af + b9 + Cdz-0 + ddz>

52 ,

where

a-*/+«''+'£+*£-
— w" + w0

m = —,-t, n —
W   — Wo w   — Wo

(17) a=~, 6 = 0, c  =n, d = 0,
OZo

a' = 0, b' =~P,        c' = 0,        d' = m.
dz

In general, the locus of P¡, one of the sheets of the focal locus is a surface.

It degenerates into a curve, if and only if m is equal to zero. This is an obvious

consequence of (16), since / will then be a function of zo alone. But m can

vanish identically, only if w is an integral linear function of z, and in that

case n also will vanish, and therefore all of the coefficients of (16) will be

equal to zero. To investigate the nature of the focal locus in this case, we

make use of equations (4) and (8), after making the substitutions

w = az + ß,       wq = a0 z0 + ßo,

* This is the form of the system upon which I have based the general projective theory of

congruences. See Sur la théorie générale des congruences, Mémoires publies par

la Classe des Sciences de l'Académie Royale de Belgique, 2

série, vol. 3 (1911).    Hereafter quoted as Brussels Paper.
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where a and ß, «o and ßo, are constants, and where we shall assume a + «o

so as to avoid the exceptional case w' = w'a whose significance has been pointed

out already. A simple calculation shows that the focal locus consists of two

straight lines, one through each of the circular points of the £rç-plane.

In all other cases, m and n are different from zero, and the focal locus is

composed of two surfaces. Equations (17) show that c' and d are equal to

zero. Consequently the focal surface of the congruence is composed of two

developables* Evidently the case m = n = 0 may be included in this state-

ment, if we agree to regard a straight line as a degenerate case of a developable.

Since we have, according to (15),

(18) */_•■, + .*
dz0      dzo dzo

the curves on the sheet Sf of the focal surface, which correspond to the null lines

z = const, of the ¡-rj-plane, are straight lines. We have seen already that the

curves on Sf which correspond to the null-lines z0 = const, are plane curves.

The first part of this theorem becomes quite obvious, if we remember that

the two families of developables of the congruence must determine a conjugate

system of curves on each sheet of the focal surface. In our case the focal

surfaces are developable, and on a developable one of the component families

of a conjugate system always consists of its generators.

If we put

(19) h = J£ - nf,

and make use of (16) and (17), we find

dh dh
™ dz = °>    err0-

But clearly the point Pa, whose coordinates (hi, • • ■ , h) are given by (19),

is on that generator of the developable Sf which corresponds to a given con-

stant value of z. According to (20), this point Pa is the same for all such

generators; consequently the focal surface S¡ is a cone.    We may write

h = fí_d±=zd±
<3zo     dzo     dzo '

If we substitute the values (4) for Xi, X2, X3, X4, we find

(21) hi:h2:h:h4 = i: -1 :0:0.

Therefore, the vertex of the focal cone Sf is one of the circular points of the %r\-plane.

The curves z = const, of Sf are the generators of the cone. The curves

Zo = const, of Sf are plane curves, a fact which we have mentioned before,

* Brussels Paper, p. 28.
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but which may also be proved as follows.   We have

df d2f     dm dg
dz = m9>      M=Tz9 + md-z>

d3f     (d2 m dm\        ( „dm        „\dq
d¿ = {-a¥ + mTz)9 + {2Tz+m2)/z-

From these three equations, we may eliminate g and dg/dz. Thus we obtain

the linear homogeneous differential equation of the third order for /;

(M   d'f     (m+9dlosmV2f     P21ogm     (^ogmVldf
(22) a?-^«+2-är;ä?"L~ä?~"V~arJJä;"0-
Since /i, fi, f3, /4 are solutions of this third order equation, the curves

Zo = const, on S/ are indeed plane curves. Moreover equation (22) may

serve for the purpose of discussing the protective properties of these curves,

and therefore of the focal cone. But, unless we specialize the function

w = F ( z ), we need not expect to find any special properties of the focal cone

beyond those already noted. In fact we shall show that this focal cone may

be regarded as the most general analytic cone which has its vertex at

(i, -1,0,0).
To prove this we observe in the first place that the cone S/ is the envelope

of the one-parameter family of planes

(23) xi + ix2 + [z - F(z) ] x3 - zxi = 0,

all of which, of course, pass through the circular point I ( 1, i, 0, 0 ), which

is the vertex of the cone. Now the most general one-parameter family of

planes through I may be represented by an equation of the form

(24) xi + ix2 + <f>(t)x3 + ^(t)Xi = 0.

If \p ( t ) does not reduce to a constant, we may put ^ ( t ) = — z, and then

determine F ( z ) by means of the equation

z-F(z) = <p(t),

giving

F(z) = -<p(t)-4,(t).

Thus, unless ip(t) = const., any family of form (24) is included in (23).

If yp ( t ) is a constant, <p ( t ) can not also be a constant if (24) is to represent a

one-parameter family of planes. In the case \f/(t) = const., (24) therefore

represents a pencil of planes whose axis is a straight line in the xy-plane

passing through I. This case only presents itself when z regarded as a function

of w is a constant.

When the focal cone Sf is given, the second focal cone Se is uniquely deter-
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mined.    It is the envelope of the one-parameter family of planes

(25) xi — ix2 + [z0 — Fa(z0) ] x3 - z0 xt = 0

which are conjugate to (23).

Of course, the equations (23) and (25), regarded as simultaneous, are the

equations of the two-parameter family of lines which constitute our congruence.

In this form they are especially adapted to answer certain questions which

arise naturally, especially when F (z) is algebraic, as to the number of lines of

the congruence which pass through a given point, or lie in a given plane, etc.

We may summarize our principal results as follows.

1. If w = F(z) = const., the congruence réduces to a bundle of lines whose

vertex is the point w = const, of the w-plane.    Similarly if z = F~1 ( w ) = const.

2. 7/ w = kz + ß, where k and ß are constants and where k is real, the con-

gruence still reduces to a bundle of lines, but its vertex does not lie in the plane of

either complex variable.

3. If w = az + ß, where a and ß are constants and where a is not real, the

focal locus of the congruence is composed of two straight lines, one through each

of the two circular points which the planes of z and w have in common.

4. In all other cases, the focal locus is composed of two cones whose vertices are

the two circular points which the planes of z and w have in common. The de-

velopables of the congruence correspond to the null-lines of the two planes. Each

of these developables is the locus of the tangents of a plane curve on one of the focal

cones, and touches the other focal cone along a generator. The planes of the

plane curves, thus determined on each of the focal cones, are the tangent planes

of the other focal cone.

Interesting as these results are, they do not help us to visualize the properties

of the function w = F(z), except in the simple cases 1 and 2, in which no

such aid is needed. This is due to the fact that, in the general case, the de-

velopables and focal surfaces of the congruence are imaginary. In this respect

the method of representation by means of the Riemann sphere (see Art. 2)

is far superior. Nevertheless it is easy to utilize the method of parallel planes

for furnishing real images of the functional relation. Thus every real curve

of the z-plane determines a real ruled surface of the congruence which inter-

sects the w-plane in a corresponding curve. These ruled surfaces, especially

those which correspond to the lines x = const, and y = const., help us to

understand the conformai correspondence between the two planes.* More-

over, certain loci connected with these ruled surfaces give rise to independent

methods of defining the congruence.

We shall not, at present, discuss any questions of this general nature. We

shall, however, indicate a method which enables us to replace the imaginary

* Van Uven's paper is largely devoted to the study of such ruled surfaces in the various

special cases which he discusses.
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focal surfaces by certain real surfaces very closely connected with them. The

foci, Pf and P„, of a line of the congruence are conjugate complex points of the

line. Consequently the harmonic conjugate of Pz with respect to Pf and P„

will be a real point. We shall denote this real point by Pk, and the locus of

Pk will be a surface Sk, whose properties we propose to investigate. Similarly

we shall study the surface Sv, locus of P„, where Pv is the harmonic conjugate

of Pw with respect to Pf and Pg.

It follows from (14) that the homogeneous coordinates of Pk are given by

(26) k=f + g.
We find

ivr\ dk ^ dk        f±df
(27) - = mg + -t       ^ = nf + ^,

and

(28

d2k      „ „ d2k
= %

d2Jc

dz2 = 2mz g + 2mgz,       -^ = 2nzJ + 2nfZo,

dzdz0

where we have written

= ( mZo + mn ) g + (nz + mn)f,

dm dn
mz = -r- ,       nz = t- ,       etc.

dz ■ dz'

But, according to (17), we have

(29) mZo = mn,       nz = mn,

so that we find

(30) ídÍ = 2mnh-

Consequently, the curves on Sk, which correspond to the null-lines of the plane,

form a conjugate system with equal Laplace-Darboux invariants*

Moreover, the curves of this conjugate system Sk are plane curves.}   For

we have
d3 k

(31) ^ = 2(mzz + mmz)g + 2(2mz + m2)gz.

From this equation, and the equations for dk/dz and d2 k/dz2, we may elimi-

nate g and gz, obtaining a linear homogeneous differential equation of the

third order for the curve z0 = const, on Sk, viz. ;

d3 k d2 k dk
(32) (m2 — mz) -r-y + (mzz — mmz — m3) -jy — 2 (mmzz — 2ml) y- = 0.

Only if mz = m2 will this plane curve reduce to a straight line.   But we

* G. Darboux, Théorie des surfaces, vol. 2, p. 27.

t This remark was first made by one of my students, Dr. Cyril Nelson.
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find, from (13),

/OON 2    ,   W'" 2    I    W'o"
(33) mt = mi + —rr m,       nz. = w -\—rr n.

W Wo

Therefore, if m, = m2, we must have either m = 0 or w'" = 0. The former

case corresponds to w = az + ß, where a and ß are constants, and in this case

Sk degenerates into a plane. If mz = m2, m =f= 0, we have w'" = 0, or

w = az2 + ßz + y, where a, ß, and y are constants, and nH = n2. Conse-

quently we find, in this ease,

so that, in this case also, Sk degenerates into a plane,* and the curves z = const.

and Zo = const, in this plane are straight lines.

If we discard these cases, each of the curves z = const, and zo = const,

of Sk, which intersect at P*, determine a plane. The plane of the curve

Zo = const, is determined by

dk d2 k
k=f + g,       fc=mg + g2,       -^ = 2mz g + 2mgz ;

that of the curve z = const, by

dk d2 k
k=f + g,       dJQ = nf + fz<»       ~dzj = 2n*°f + 2nf*°-

Of course k = / + g is a point of both planes.    Since we may write

(34) kzz — 2mkz = 2(mz — m2)g

and

(35) kz<jZ„ - 2nkz<¡ - 2 (nZo - n2) k = - 2 (nH - n2)g,

we see that the point Pg is common to both planes, and therefore the same

thing is true of P¡.

In other words; the lines of our congruence are defined completely if the real

surface Sk and the conjugate system of plane curves on Sk is known. They are

the lines of intersection of the planes of these curves. Our congruence is the

so-called axis congruence of this conjugate system on Sk.\ It is clear, moreover,

that the planes of the curves on Sk which form the conjugate system are the

tangent planes of the two focal cones.

In order to obtain a complete projective theory of the surface Sk, we must

find the two second order partial differential equations which ki, k2, k3, ki

will satisfy.   One of these is (30).    The other one may be obtained from (34)

* E. J. Wilczynski, One-parameter family of nets of plane curves. These Transactions,

vol. 12 (1911), p. 474.
t E. J. Wilczynski, The general theory of congruences, These Transactions vol. 16,

(1915), pp. 312-317.
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and (35) by eliminating g.   It then appears in the form

(nZo - n2) (kzz - 2mkz) + (mz - m2) (kZoH - 2nkz„)

(36)
= 2 (mz — m2) (nz„ — n2)k.

But, on account of (13) and (33), this becomes

,-m      '"i >»i      , 2w"wo"      ,2w'"w'0' 2w"'to'o"
(37)   w0  k„ - w   kZoZB + ^—.9kz + ¿rZT^K + ^^ = °'

where we shall assume w' — w'o #= 0, w'" + 0.

This equation shows that the coefficients of the second fundamental form

of Sk, with respect to the parameters z and Zo, are proportional to

w'",       0,       w'o",

so that the differential equation of the asymptotic lines of Sk is

w'" dz> + wo' dzl = 0.

Consequently the conjugate system formed on Sk by the curves z = const, and

zo = const, is an isothermally conjugate system. The asymptotic lines of S&

are obtained by equating to constants the variables

R = ||" f^w^'dz + ij ViôT'cfeo],       S = \ ÍJ JuTdz - i f -íwj'dzaA .

These variables are not real, but we shall show that they differ from real

variables only by constant imaginary factors.   For, if we put

I  Vw'" dz = X + ip, I  Vwó" dzo = X — ip,

where X and p are real, we find

P = ^p(X + p), S = 1~-(X-M).

Consequently the variables

r = —i^R,       s = — —¡=-S
V2 V2

are real and constant along the asymptotic lines of Sk.    We find

p = r + is

= 4f|(1 -»)   ( <wFr'dz + (1 +i) f Vw7'dz0

- ¿(1 +i) I  Vw777dz - (1 +i) j -ylwY'dzo   ,
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or

(38) p = —j=- I   Vw/" dz, po = —j=-  /   JwZ'dzo,

or, if we prefer,

p=   I   ViV'dz, po =   I   ^¡—iw'o'dzo.

Since r and « are the components of the complex variable p = r + is,

which is a function of z = x + iy, we see that ¿Ae asymptotic lines of Sk corre-

spond to an orthogonal isothermal system of curves in the z-plane, namely to the

curves obtained by equating to constants the real and the imaginary parts of the

function

Thus the asymptotic curves on Sk are real, and Skis a surface of negative curvature.

If we introduce p and p0 as independent variables, the two differential

equations for k assume the form

dn     dTk     1+i     1    ["    2w"        lw^>ldk

dp2 + dpi +   V2    Vî7'7 Lw'-Wo2w'"jdp

(39) -L^l   [-**»•£]«+_»L,»_,,
V2    4wJ \_w' — w0     2 w0 A dpo     w' — Wo

<32 k 2w" w'ó k

dpdpo     (w' - w'o )2 <w'" w'ó'

Since p = r+is,po = r — is, we obtain from this the differential equations

of Sk referred to its asymptotic lines, namely

dn ,  IWrdk     lWsdk ,  \~4w"wö

dr2

(40)

lW1dk_lW1dk     VWw'q' 2i     1

+ 2Wdr     2Wds + \      W     + w' - w'0 J    ~    '

an _ i Wr dk
as2      2Wdr+2

lW^dk     YWw'ô 2i     1

2Wds + \_     W     ~ w' -w'o\ '
where

(41) W = (w' -w'of^w'"w'o".

We have already observed that we obtain a second real surface Sv as the

locus of Pv where Pv is the harmonic conjugate of Pw with respect to P¡ and

Pg. Since the homogeneous coordinates of Pw are given by ¿u = w'0f — w' g,

those of Pv will be

(42) v = w'uf + w' g.
We find

dv ,
-Q- = (wo<m*+w")g + w' gz,

d2v
= (wo m + w0 mn + w' mn)g + (w" n + w0 mn + w' mn)f,

dzdzo
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which reduces to

d2v
(43) r-r- = 2mnv.

dzdzo

Of course the properties of Sv, in relation to our congruence, are essentially

the same as those of Sk, but equation (43) shows further that Sk and Sv

satisfy the same Moutard equation.

2. The method op the Riemann sphere

We now pass to the second method mentioned in the introduction. We

have, as before,

w = u + iv = F(z) = F(x + iy).

We use the £rç-plane as the plane of both of the complex variables. Let P2

and Pw be two points of the ^77-plane which represent a value of z and the

corresponding value of w, and let Pi and P2 be the two points obtained from

Pz and Pw, upon the sphere of unit radius and center at the origin, by stereo-

graphic projection from the point ( 0, 0, 1 ). The coordinates of Pi and P2

will be

and

_ 1_+J±_ _ - ¿(z - Zo) _ ZZp - 1
Çl   ~ ZZo + 1 ' Vi= 220 + 1        ' fl  ~ ZZo + 1 '

W + Wo — i ( W — Wo ) WWo — 1

^2 = vrwo~+~ï ' ?72 =      ww0 + 1     ' *2 = wwo + 1 '

respectively.    We may therefore write for the homogeneous cartesian co-

ordinates of Pi,

(44) Xi = z + Zo,       X2 = — i(z — ¡So),      X3 = zzo - 1,       X4 = zz0 + 1,

and for those of P2,

(45) pi = w + w0,    p2 = — i ( w — wq ),    p3 = wwo — 1,    Pa = wwo + 1.

where, of course,

w = F(z),       wo = P0(zo).

We propose to study the congruence generated by the line Pi P2 when

z = x + iy ranges over the domain in which the function F(z) is defined.

In order to apply the genera! theory of congruences we must find two linear

partial differential equations of the first order, and two of the second order

which are satisfied by the four pairs of functions ( X*, pk ). Since X* is linear

in z, and pi- is linear in w, the second order equations may be taken in the form

,_ ¿>2X     n d2p     w"dp
(46) -r-T = 0, -r-j-r — = 0,

dz- az¿      w   dz
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the latter being derived from

^ = 0
dw2

by introducing z as independent variable.    Of course we have also

d2 X d2 ß     w'0' dß

(47) ~^ = 0'     ~dzJ~u70dz~o = 0'

but these are consequences of (46) and the two first order equations which

are still to be found. To obtain these we use the method of undetermined

coefficients.    We write

ÔX ÔX i       d>x i  u   ^   i  j,
teo = andz- + ai2dz- + bn* + bl211'

(48)
dß dX dß
dz~0=andz: + a22dz- + b21* + b22ß>

and determine the coefficients a,-* and &,-* by demanding that each of the

equations (48) shall be satisfied when we put

X = Xi,       ß = ßk,        (¿ = 1,2,3,4).

We find
z — w dz 1

«n = o.    ai2 = -2~3^0¿w.    ^--^-¿pns'

(49) dwo

z — w   dw0 At 1 ¿Zp
On  =   — j      , I22   = 0, O2I  —   — t*22 —

z0 - Wo dz0 ¡So — wo

Thus, the desired system of partial differential equations is the following:

3X z — w   dz dß 1

dz0 z0 — wo dw dz      z0 — w0

(50) dwo

dß z — w  dwo d\ dzo     .. .~E~-j— T~ +-( X — M ),
ozo Zo — w0 az0  dz      z0 — w0

Êl± = 0       ÉÎ£ _ *L d± = 0
dz2 '        f3z2      w' dz

Equations (46) show that the ruled surfaces z0 = const, of the congruence

have two straight-line directrices. That this must be so is, of course, evident.

For, on account of the conformai character of the correspondence between

z and w, and since the stereographic projection is also conformai, z and w

will both describe null-lines of the £r;-plane if either of them does, and then
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the  points  Pi  and   P2  will  simultaneously describe  null-lines  (imaginary

generators) of the sphere.

The foci of the line Pi P2, that is the two points where the line touches the

focal surface of the congruence, may be obtained by means of general methods

familiar to geometers. As applied to a system of form (48), these methods

show that the homogeneous coordinates of the foci are the factors of the

quadratic covariant

«2i X2 — ( On — a22 ) \p — an p2.

If we use (49), we find that, in our case, the foci are given by

(51) X = p + Vw' w'q X,       p = p — \u/w'0 X,

where
,     dw     _,. dwo        ,

•'-sr-'"-»,   •.-,£-*.<«»>■
Since w' w'0 is positive, and since X¿ and pk are real, we see that the focal surfaces

of this congruence are always real. Moreover, equations (51) show, that the

foci of every line of the congruence separate harmonically the two points, Pi and P2,

in which this line intersects the Riemann sphere. Finally we observe that

the two foci of a line are distinct except upon those lines of the congruence which

correspond to a solution of the equation F' (z) = 0 or of F' (z) = <» .

Thus the two sheets of the focal surface can hang together only at those

points for which F' ( z ) becomes zero or infinite.

The developables of the congruence may be obtained, in the general case of

a system of form (48), by equating to constants two independent solutions,

<p (z, Zo) and -p (z, Zo), of the partial differential equation

¡de y   , de de    , Jdey   „
UJ " (an+022)^c37o+(aiia22~ai2Íl2l)UJ =0-

In our case, using the values of a** given by (49), it is easy to perform the

integration.    We find in this way the following result.

The developables of our congruence are the ruled surfaces given by a = const,

and ß = const., where

(52) a + iß = t
' Vu/ dz . C Vti'ñ dzo. r<w'dz . r

i I -,        a — iß = ío = — % I
J   z — w J z0 — tt'0

Since a and ß are the components of a complex variable t which is a function

of z alone, the developables of the congruence correspond to an orthogonal isothermal

system of curves on the Riemann sphere.

* Here, as well as in the determination of the focal surfaces, I am making use of some formulae

from a theory of one-parameter families of ruled surfaces which is, as yet, unpublished. The

reader, who finds it difficult to prove these general formulae, should follow the transformations

mechanically. The final results enable him to verify, o posteriori, the correctness of our

statements.
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We shall have to transform equations (50) into an equivalent system for

the functions X and ß of a and ß, before we can apply the formulae of the

general theory of congruences to our particular case. This transformation

may be accomplished as follows.

From (51), we find

(53) X-—===(£-?),       M = è(X + M).
2 w w0

If we substitute these values in (50), we find

(54)       _
dß

and

¡Wo   Z - W   dX 1 / ¡Vh \ . r- _ -

*w' Zo — Wo dz      2 (zo — wo) \ ><w' / '

-  ^'Wo(X + M)]+7L77i+z77r^V^W^J(X  "")•

dz0 » w z0 — Wo oz      2(zo — ivo) \ > w /

1-7—7 ,T   .   -..      1 f wi'       z - w     /wo w" 1
-   WW„ (X + ¿l)     — T     —-\ — —r

v ^/J      4L.Wo      zo - Wo >w  w' (X-m),

(55)

52X     w"<3X     1 -
ä?-w^^-4iw'z!(x~M) = 0'

a2 m   w"dß   i -    _
-Tí-T"í—r-7W,zJ(X — m) =0,
dz2      w' dz      4

where {io, z\ is the Schwarzian derivative of w with respect to z, and where

a definite determination must be chosen in every specific case of a branch of

the function Vw7; the value of "Vw¡¡ will then be uniquely determined if we

agree that yw'w'„ = "W Vwv, shall mean the positive value of this square root.

We continue the transformation by introducing the variables, t and to,

defined by (52), in place of z and z0. The result of this transformation on

equations (54) is

. ,-r-,(d\     d\\
-l<WW\dJo-dt)

= +   2 ( Vä? + Vw]) (1 - -vVwo)

+ 4 j (zo - wo) Vw'^t-+ (z - w) Vwl^r í JA

[
g( Vü7 + Vw"o)(l +\'w'wo)
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11. í—,w'o'      , .    r~¡w" I   \ —
+ 4    (zo - w0) \w ^+ (z ~ w) ^«V   I  k'

(56) ,  r—1(dp      dp\

- 1<W W\dlo +dt )

= -T|( v^-v¿r¿Mi -Vw'wi)

+ l{(Zo-Wo)^_(z-w)Vw^}]x

+ [|(ViP-V»i)(i +Vi7^)

+ 4J (zo - wo)"^^- (z - w)Vw;^7-JJp.

It will not be necessary to apply this transformation to (55) just now;  we

shall do this presently however in a slightly modified form.

Since / = a + iß, t0 = a — iß, we obtain, from (56), a system of the form

3X — du — _
(57) -jto =m'\ + m" p,       ~ = n'\ + n" p,

dß oa

where

4m' =2f-1L= + -M(l - ^Wo)
\ w        "VW0/

+  (ZO - Wo) J-Tyf2 +(Z-W) ^r)m,

4m" = -2(4^ + -L=)(l + V«^)
\ w       Vwo/

-   (ZO  - WO) ^TyT2  -(Z-W) (w7^-2,

(.0°-> /I 1      \ _
Un' = 21 -7=- -= ) (1 - Vw'wi)

\ \w0      w/

_l <- ^     w°' . .   .w"
+ (z& - Wo) fw'oy,2 -  (Z - W) f^yji,

"= _2(-L=--L=)(l + Vio'tci)
\  \W0        "VW   /

4m'
VW0

, ,    Wo w'
(z0 - w0) t-ttï» + (z - w) 7-7-,

(w;)3'2^^   "y(w')3/2-

A transformation of the form

X = pf,       p = o-g

can always be made so as to transform a system of form (57) into one of the

binomial form
df dg
dß = mg'        da=nf>

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 20
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by imposing the conditions

dp , da
-rji = m' p,       -r- = n" o-
dß da

upon p and a.    We can satisfy these conditions in our case by putting

(59) p = a = Vw' w'o^(z — w) (z0 — w0),

so that we may even choose p and a as positive quantities.    Consequently

the transformation

Vw' Wo X + "T
Vw'wó

Vw'w0V(z — w) (zo — Wo)      V(z — w) (z0 — Wo)
(60)

_ — w w0 X + ~ït=
p _tJw'w'q

g —    4. =   , — —~- —     . —,
Sw'w0"\(z — w) (z0 — Wo)       V(z — w) (z0 — Wo)

furnishes the first order equations of our system in their final form

(61) fß =mg,       ga = nf,

where fß = df/dß, etc., and where m and n, which are real functions of a

and ß, are defined by
1   r 1 w"l

^[l+w' + 2(z-w)^J,(62) m + in = —
Aiw'L

whence

(63) m — in = — -7=    1 + w'0 + s (z0 — w0) —7-   .
\w0 L ^ w0 J

By means of (60) we have four pairs of functions (fk, gk ) corresponding to

the four pairs ( X*, pk ). Since the coordinates, which we are using, are

homogeneous the points P/ and Pfl coincide with the foci Px and Pjj respec-

tively.

In order to complete the transformation of our second order equations, we

first use (60) to express X and p in terms of/ and g. The result of the substitu-

tion of these values in (55) is

a2/   t"df   ir/w"   t"Y , 2w" i     1
M-V-dz-lWuV-V)  +z~^\f + ï{w'z]g = 0'

(64)
d2g     t" dg     1 . , ,      ir/w"     i"V       2w"  "I
oz2-^rjï+4iw'2Î/-ïLw-rJ +z"^;J^ = 0'

whence
d2f     1   r/w"   ry    2w" \i     iw,z}
r3i2     4(i')2L\w'      i' / +z - wyj;+4(i')2?     u>
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where

, _(ti_   i<w' iT_ _      1 - w'     1 vT

dz     z — w'        t' z — w      2 w' '
(66)

w'      f  ~ z - w + 2 w' "

Finally we find, from (65),

/«. = af+bg + cfa + dgß,
(67)

<7sf¡ = a'f+b' g + c'fa + d' gß,
where

.   .     2 a ¿       1[(Z-W)2 , ,    ,    (Zq-Wq)2, "1a=4+ra2-m2,       6=|   —--7— |w,z} -j---7-{wo,z0J    = -mß,

(68) c = 0,        d = m,

a'=-6, 6'= -a,       c' = n,       d'= 0.

Equations (61) and (67) constitute the system of partial differential equa-

tions of our congruence, in its canonical form. The second form, given here

for the value of b, is an immediate consequence of the following relations which

are useful in a large number of questions;

1 z — w . , 1 Zo — Wo . ,
mz= --     .— - \w,z\, mZo = - 7 —==- {w0, z0},

4      VW' 4 \Wn

n. =

vw0

i z — w .        , i Zo — w0 . .
7—]=r{w,z}, nZo= -t—7==-{wo,zo},
4    W 4     VWo

i (z-w)2                                          i (Zp - Wq)2
m' = + 7-77- {w, z}, m,0 = - 7--7- {w0, Zo),

4       w'       l""*'" ""»          4        w0

1 (z - w)2 1 (zp - ?
7-',— \w,z\, nt. = + t-r
4      w'       1   »   " '»       '4       Wo

(69) , 1 (z - w)2 ,        . I(zq-Wq)2
Tlt =  +A-7y-  {W,ZJ, W,0=+T-77- ¡Wo.Zo},

iV(z-w)2                    (Zp - Wq)2 ~]
m« = 4 L"^7-- {W' Z}-ri~ {Wo> Zoî J '

l[(z -w)2 t                 (z0 - Wq)2 "j
m" = "4L-^-fW,2Î      -^-{»o,ZoiJ,

?za = — mß,       nß = ma,

where the last two equations are merely expressive of the fact, already noted,

that m + in is a function of x + iy and therefore of a + iß.

The focal sheets of the congruence can degenerate into curves only if m or n,

or both m and n, are equal to zero.    Equations (69) show that this can happen
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only if w is a linear function of z, say

az+ß
(70) w =

72 + 5'

where we may assume aS — ßy = 1, since the case w = const, excluded by

this hypothesis, is of no interest.    We find from (62), if we choose

Vw' = (yz + 5)_1, m + in = — (a + 5), m — in = — (a0 + do),

so that

2m = — (a + a0 + Ô.+ d0),        2in = — (a — a0 + ô — 50).

Consequently we obtain the following result.

The sheet Sf of the focal surface is degenerate if and only if w is a linear function

of z of the form

w =-r-z,        ad — ßy = 1,
yz + 0

for which the real parts of a and 8 are numerically equal but opposite in sign.

The second sheet Sg degenerates if and only if the corresponding relation holds

between the imaginary parts of a and S, that is, if a and S are conjugate complex*

Both sheets degenerate if and only if

a + b = 0.

In all other cases, even if w is a linear function of z,} the focal surfaces are

non-degenerate.    Equations (68) show that

W = mn - c' d = 0

in all cases. Consequently the congruence is a W-congruence,% that is, it has

the property of making the asymptotic lines of the two sheets of the focal surface

correspond to each other. That this is so, also follows directly from equations

(55). For we may regard (55) as the differential equations of a ruled surface

Zo = const, of our congruence. The form of the equations shows immediately

that the curves of contact of this ruled surface with the two sheets of the focal

surface are asymptotic curves upon both of them. § Of course the same facts

may be read off from equations (64) or (65).

These simple remarks enable us to conclude further that the ruled surfaces

* If besides, ß and — 7 are conjugate complex, (70) reduces to a rotation of the Riemann

sphere.

f If w is a linear function, aside from these exceptional cases, both sheets of the focal surface

are quadrics.

I Brussels paper, p. 34 and p. 46.

§ E. J. Wilczynski, Projective differential geometry of curves and ruled surfaces, Leipzig

(1906), p. 142.
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Zo = const, and z = const., that is, the ruled surfaces of the congruence which

are determined by the imaginary generators of the Riemann sphere are the ones

which touch the focal surface along its asymptotic lines.

Since these ruled surfaces are imaginary, while the focal surface is real,

both sheets of the focal surface must have positive curvature everywhere. But the

consideration of these ruled surfaces teaches us still more. The curve of

contact with either sheet of the focal surface is an asymptotic curve, not only

of the focal surface, but of the ruled surface as well. But this ruled surface

has two straight line directrices, namely the two imaginary generators of the

Riemann sphere which the points Pi and P2 describe when z0 remains constant.

Every asymptotic line on a ruled surface with two straight line directrices

has the property that each of its asymptotic lines belongs to a linear complex,

that is, there exists a linear complex which contains all of its tangents. It

follows then that every asymptotic line on each sheet of the focal surface of our

congruence belongs to a linear complex.

We wish to verify this conclusion analytically, and also to study some other

questions which arise in this connection. If we eliminate g and gß from

equations (61) and (67) we find

(71)

/«a — fßß — — 2 m fß + af,

faß = ~fß + mnf,

the differential equations of the focal sheet S; referred to the curves a = const.

and ß = const., which are the curves along which the developables of the

congruence touch Sf. The second of these equations merely states the familiar

fact that the curves a = const, and ß = const, form a conjugate system on S/;

the first equation of (71) shows that this system of curves on S/ is isothermally

conjugate.

Let us transfrom (71) by introducing t = a + iß and to = a — iß as inde-

pendent variables.    We find a system of differential equations of the form

(72)

where

(73)

^+2Aï+2Bïo+Cf = 0-

d^ + 2A'l+2B'l+C'f = 0,

1 d log m 1 d log m 1
A=~2~dT'     jB=+2"ôT'     C =i[(m + zn)2-4],

Id log m        „, 15 log m        -,      lr, , ..
A' = +2-dÍ->     B'=-2~dír>     C' = ll(m-ln)2-i].
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Equations (72) are the differential equations of the surface Sf referred to

its asymptotic lines.*   From (62), (63), and (73) we find

(74) d2l0gA> - ^^ - 4A'B

(74; dtdto    ~    dtdto    -*Ati-

But these equations constitute the analytic verification, which we were seeking;

they show, according to C. T. Sullivan, that the asymptotic curves of Sf

belong to linear complexes.t Sullivan has also noted that every osculating

ruled surface of such a surface has two straight-line directrices, and that the

locus of these directrices is a quadric surface, which he calls the directrix

quadrict It is evident, from what precedes, that in our case the directrix

quadric associated in this way with each of the two sheets of the focal surface is

the Riemann sphere.

Let us consider an arbitrary point P of the surface Sf. The osculating

linear complexes of the two asymptotic curves of Sf, which cross at P, have a

linear congruence in common. The directrices of this congruence are called

the directrices of the point P; one of them passes through P while the other

lies in the plane tangent to Sf at P. The resulting two congruences have the

property that their developables correspond to each'other and to a common

net of curves on Sf called its directrix curves. § For a system of form (72),

the differential equation of the directrix curves is

where
BLdt2 + 2Mdtdt0 - A'Ndtl = 0,

L = - 2A'(2A'BF + 2A'BBt¡¡ + BA\t) + BA[2,

atato

N = - 2B(2A'BG + 2A'BA't + A'Bhto) + A'B20.\\

In our case this differential equation reduces to

(75) [4 - (m + in)2]dt2 - [4 - (m -in)2}dt\ = 0.

Consequently the directrix curves on Sfform a conjugate system and its equations

can be obtained by quadratures. This property however is not peculiar to our

case;  it is common to all surfaces whose asymptotic lines belong to linear

* E. J. Wilczynski, Protective differential geometry of curved surfaces. (First Memoir), these

Transactions, vol. 8 (1907), p. 244.

t C. T. Sullivan, Properties of surfaces whose asymptotic lines belong to linear complexes,

these Transactions, vol. 13 (1912), p. 175.

í L. c, p. 185.
§ E. J. Wilczynski, Protective differential geometry of curved surfaces (Second Memoir), these

Transactions, vol. 9 (1908), p. 95.

|| L. c, p. 116, equations (136) and (137).
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complexes.* But if we set up the differential equation for the directrix

curves on Sg we obtain (75) over again. Consequently the directrix curves of

the two sheets of the focal surface correspond to each other. This property is not

known to be an obvious consequence of the fact that our congruence is a W-

congruence. On account of this latter property, the system of curves on Sg

which corresponds to the directrix curves of <$/ must be a conjugate system,

but it need not therefore be composed of the directrix curves of Se.

The integrals of (75) are

I V4 - (m +in)2dt ± I a/4 - (m - in)2dt0 = const.;

but these equations are equivalent to those obtained by equating to constants

the real and imaginary parts of the function

í V4 - (m + in)2dt.

If we substitute for m + in and dt their values, we obtain the following result.

The directrix curves on both sheets of the focal surface correspond to the same

orthogonal isothermal system of curves of the ¡¡v-plane or on the sphere, namely

to the system obtained by equating to constants the real and imaginary parts of

the function

(76, í/^_[1+„. + iiÍ^J-^_.
From this it follows, in particular, that these directrix curves are real. The

same thing follows from the differential equation of the directrix curves when

written in the form

(77) mnda2 - adadß - mndß2 = 0,

obtained from (75) by introducing the real variables a and ß in place of t

and ¿o- For, the coefficients and variables in (77) are real, and the dis-

criminant

(78) a2 + 4m2 n2 = (4 - m2 + n2)2 + 4m2 n2

is positive.

The osculating planes of the curves a = const, and ß = const, which meet

at a point P/ of S/ intersect in a line through P/ which is called the axis of P¡.

The axes of all points of S¡ form a congruence called axis congruence, and the

curves on S¡, which correspond to the developables of this congruence, are

called its axis curves.   The differential equation of the axis curves on Sf are

(79) (mn - ^f^ W -(a- ^)dadß - mndß2 = O.f

* Sullivan, I.e., p. 194.
f E. J. Wilczynski, The general theory of congruences, these Transactions, vol. 16

(1915), p. 316, equation (9).
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The axis curves on Sg are given by

(80) - mnda2 + (a + U^\dadß + (mn - ^|^W = 0.

The Laplace transformation associates with every point of Sf two points

in the plane tangent to Sf at P/, namely the first and minus first Laplace

transforms of P¡. The line joining these points is called the ray of P¡, and

the totality of the rays of all points of Sf is called its ray congruence. The ray

curves of Sf, that is, the curves of Sf which correspond to the developables of

the ray congruence are given by

(81) - mnda2 + (a - ^^dadß + (mn - ^"f^W = 0.*

Similarly we find as differential equation of the ray curves on S„, the following:

(82) (mn - ^ff) da2 - (a + "^ \ dadß - mndß2 = 0.

The asymptotic curves on Sf or S„ are given by

(83) dtdto = da2 + dß2 = 0.

Consequently, a relation of the form

dai da2 + dßi dß2 = 0

between two tangents of Sf at P/ expresses the property of conjugacy.

Clearly this relation exists between the surface tangents given by (79) and

(81), and also between (80) and (82).

Therefore our congruence has the following additional property. On each

sheet of the focal surface, each of its axis curve tangents is conjugate to one of the

ray-curve tangents.

In order to study these relations a little more thoroughly we propose to

find the equations of the directrices, axes, and rays of the points P¡ and Pg,

referred to a common coordinate system. The most convenient system of

coordinates for this purpose is one whose fundamental tetrahedron is made

up of the four points P/, Pg, Pp, and Pa, where Pp and P, are defined by

/CMS £ m"i nß

(84) P=f*-mf'        '-V'-n9''

Pp and Pa are the first and minus first Laplace transforms of P/ and Pg

with respect to the conjugate systems determined on Sf and Sg respectively

by the developables of the congruence.

* L.c, p. 318, equation (23).
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By direct application of the formulae of the general theory of congruences

we find the following results.*

The equations of the axis of P/ are

(85) z3 = 0,        a;2 + (5~ï):r4 = 0;

the* axis of Pg is given by

(86) x4 = 0,        xi-(^-^xs = 0.

The ray of P/ has the equations

(87) xi = x4 = 0,

and the ray Pg is given by

(88) x2 = x3 = 0.

To find the equations of the directrices of P¡ and Pg referred to this co-

ordinate system is not quite so easy. In the projective theory of surfaces,

the equations of the directrices of P/ are referred to a coordinate system whose

vertices are given byf

, .      l)»if ,       i™*»,
f> pf=ft~2mS'        a/=ft°-2^f>

(89)
t        Irnt     _lmt Tim, to,,     l/m,\    _1/»*<,\~L

rj     Jtt0     2 mJt     2mJio+L4   m2        4\m/(o     4:\m)t]J'

and it becomes necessary to obtain the equations of transformation between

the two systems, which may be called the local coordinate systems of the

surface S/ and of the congruence.    We find the following relations

1 il
Pf = |^(m« + imß)f - 2m9 + 2P'

1   , .     „     ¿ 1
07 = 4ro('ma ~ ™ß)S + 2m9 + 2~P>

(90)

Ti = ^l+-(n2-m2) --_, + -_ \f+ -^2m-- mß )g

1 TOa 1— T — p + ö TOO".

4 m 2

Let Xi, x2, Xi, Xi be the coordinates of a point with respect to the system

i> g, P, o-, so that the expression

xif + x2 g + Xi p + Xi o-

* L. c, equations (5).

t First Memoir, p. 248, equations (40).
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will furnish the homogeneous coordinates of the point referred to our funda-

mental homogeneous cartesian system when /, g, p, a are replaced by ft,

fft, Pt, o"<> (t = 1,2,3,4). Similarly, let x[, x2, x'3, x\ be the homogeneous

coordinates of the same point referred to the local coordinate system of the

surface S¡.   Then the equation

w' (Xif + x2 g + x3 p + Xi a ) = x{ f + x'% p¡ + x'3 a} + x\ t/,

must be valid for all values of/, g, p, a after p¡, 07, 77 have been replaced

by their values (90) ; in this equation co' is an arbitrary factor of proportionality

whose value is of no particular importance, on account of the homogeneity

of our coordinate systems, and which may be given a special value so as to

simplify the formulae.

We obtain in this way the following equations of transformation :

,  , 1 w, + imß   ,   , 1 m« — imß   ,
CO Xi = Xi + -. -x2 +7 -x3

4       m 4       m

+ yi+±n      4m      16m2 + 16TO2^,

%m  ,     %m
(91)    co' x2 = -yiílvií+r( 2mnß — nmß ) x\,

, 1,1,      Im«,

co X\ = ñ mxi.

In computing the inverse of this transformation it is convenient to put

co' = 2m.    We find

o        , mß ,  (   1       „      .      1 ml + m\     mß nß\
Xi = 2mxi + — x2 — m« x3 + I ml — n2 — 4 — -. -¿—-—- J x4,

m \ 4     m2 mn  J

/g2s    ¿2 = 2ix2 + 2mx3 + Í -î——- - 2i—Jx4,

o-     ,  o        , íma- imß , o-nß\
x3 = — 2vx2 + 2mx3 + I-h 2i — 1 a;4,

\       m n J

Xi = 4^4 .

Now, the equations of the directrix of the first kind of P¡ are

(93) xi-0,       x[+\^x2 + \^'x'3 = 0,
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if we use the notations (73), and those for the directrix of the second kind are

(94) x't+^xt = 0,       x'3+\^x\ = 0*

Making use of (92) we find
171

(95) Xi = 0,       Xl-^x3 = 0

as equations of the directrix of the first kind of Sf, and

n°
(96) x3 = 0,       xt-—xi = Q

IV

for the directrix of the second kind of Sf, both referred to the local coordinate

system of the congruence.

In order to obtain the corresponding equations for the directrices of Pg,

we must supply some formulae for the surface Sg which are analogous to certain

corresponding formulae for Sf, but which we have not noted so far. The

equations of Sg referred to the curves a = const, and ß = const, are

9a. - gßß = 2 — ga + ag,

(97)
.nß

gaß = mng+—g.
IV

The equations of Sg referred to its asymptotic curves are

n* nt ,   1 r /        i    •   sa       ¿i n
9tt -~9t - — 9h + j [(m + m)2 - 4] g = 0,

(98)

9t* - 'i9' ~^9l° + i[(m - in? - *]9 = °-

The fundamental local coordinate system of S„ is given by the four expressions

lnt 1 nta
9,       Pg = 9t —

(99)

9'       Pa = 9t~2ñ9'       a" = 9t"~2^9'

lnk        ln%      .3 ntnh
9tt°-2H9t~2n9t° + ï~rir9'

so that

1   »     na + inß        i
p°=2nf-^r  9~2a'

1 na — inß        i

* Second Memoir, p. 95, equations (70a) and (706).
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(100) n(ma     n.\ /        1   ,      1    2      3 n2      1 n| \
Tg = 7 I 2-I / — I 1 + 7 ra2 - 7 to2 — 7^ — + r^— )g
"     4\m      re / \        4 4 16 n      16 re /

1 lna
+ 2rap-4^ff-

If the coordinates of a point, a;i/ + i2? + ^P + ^4^, referred to this

system are x[', x2 , x'i, x'/, we find

„ 1     „ ,   1     »  .  n f   ma     na\   „
co   *i = 2^2+^3+7^2---^,

co   a;2 = Zi-x2-x3
n n

nrm (i   ,   1   2      X    2       3 n*      1 nj \   „
(101) _^i+_n2_im2 ___ + __jX4>

1     „
co" a;3 = 2 «z* »

„ -i   „     i   ,,      lnß   ,,
CO     Z4   =   ^-*2   +2^3    -7-**,

whence

" W« 1    O .    Í A    I       2 2 ft» + Wl ^a^»\
a;i  = — «1 + 2nz2 + I 4 + re2 — m2 — —7-5-J x3 — nß z4,

re \ 4n2 m«  / p

(102) *2 - 2xi + V~^-2—^ + 2™*,

x'i = 2x! + Í-^—£ - 2 7^ J ^3 - 2m'a;4,

x4' = 4a;3.

From these formula? we find

(103) *3 = 0,       a^-—z4 = 0
it

as the equations of the directrix of the first kind of Pg, and

(104) *4 = 0, *!-—z3 = 0
m

for the directrix of the second kind of P„.    Comparison with (95) and (96)

furnishes the following theorem :

The two focal sheets of our congruence are so related that the directrix of the

first kind belonging to any point of either sheet is at the same time the directrix of

the second kind of the corresponding point of the other sheet.

The University of Chicago,

April 19, 1919.


